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THORSTEN KOEPPL

Why Not Two per Cent  
or Below? An Evaluation 
of a Lower Inflation  
Target for Canada1

1  I would like to thank Jonathan Chiu, Narayana Kocherlakota and Bill Robson for comments 
and insightful discussions. The paper reflects solely my own opinion. 5
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Introduction

In 1991, Canada adopted an inflation-targeting framework. Initially, the framework 

specified an interim target of two per cent inflation. The ultimate goal, however, was 

to achieve price stability. The Bank of Canada has defined “Price stability ... [as] a 

situation in which inflation is low enough that it no longer has a material effect on 

people’s economic decisions.”2 The target of two per cent has remained unchanged 

throughout five reviews of the monetary policy framework.3 This target is also in line 

with other countries. For example, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom have 

similar targets, while the European Central Bank and the Swiss National Bank follow 

an asymmetric target where two per cent is an upper bound with the intention  

to stay relatively close to this bound. This chapter reviews the rationale behind the 

current target and evaluates whether it would be optimal to lower the target to 

achieve price stability in the sense of the Bank of Canada’s definition.

The thinking on optimal inflation is quite dispersed in the academic 

community and has undergone a marked evolution under the impression of the 

global financial crisis of 2008. Figures 1 and 2 show two snapshots visualizing  

the database of Dierks (2020). The top graph plots findings of various studies on 

the optimal inflation rate against time from 1988 to 2009. The bottom graph does 

the same for the last ten years.

2  Bank of Canada (2011).

3  For an excellent review and evaluation of inflation targeting in Canada, see Beaudry and Ruge-
Murcia (2017).
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Figure 1: Academic literature on Optimal Inflation: 1989 –2009

Source: Dierks (2020)

Figure 2: Academic literature on Optimal Inflation: 2010 –2019

Source: Dierks (2020)
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Prior to the global financial crisis, there was a consensus that the optimal 

inflation rate was zero or lower. Even though some studies find higher optimal 

inflation rates, they are far less cited — as indicated by the smaller size of the circles 

in Figure 1.

Since 2009, the picture has changed. There are now far more academic 

studies that put the optimal inflation above zero. Furthermore, citations on 

different results exhibit a less clear pattern. Of course, given the shorter horizon 

the importance of these different studies is still evolving. Nevertheless, it is fair 

to say that the academic literature seems now to be far less conclusive on the 

optimal level of inflation.

Against this evidence, I organize my thoughts on lowering the inflation target 

along two key macroeconomic relationships: the Friedman Rule and the Fisher 

Equation. I will use the Friedman Rule as a benchmark (or point of departure) for 

the optimal inflation rate in the spirit of the Bank of Canada’s definition of price 

stability. The Friedman Rule states that it is optimal to have zero opportunity costs 

of holding liquid assets (aka “money”) so as not to influence people’s decisions. 

This rule is often interpreted as “nominal interest rates are optimally set at 

zero” which — by the Fisher Equation that links real and nominal interest rates to 

inflation — necessitates deflation. I prefer, however, a broader interpretation of the 

Friedman Rule that is more in line with a modern monetary system. What matters 

for the costs of holding liquid assets is the structure of interest rates across 

different payment and savings instruments that people can access.

I evaluate three lines of reasoning for deviating from the Friedman Rule in 

its modern interpretation. First, there could be other forces that drive optimal 

inflation away from the Friedman Rule. This boils down to assessing the costs of 

how these other forces distort people’s decisions. Second, measured inflation 

could be overstated. To correct for such bias, one would potentially aim for higher 

inflation. Third, countercyclical monetary policy could be restricted by a lower 

bound on nominal interest rates. This argument has recently gained in importance 

and, by the Fisher Equation, has led to calls for a higher inflation target. Such 

episodes are costly if the lower bound is binding more often, and if inflation 

expectations are anchored too well.

The Fisher Equation is a useful focal point for my discussion. Much of the 

current debate on optimal monetary policy — its goals and its actions — centers 
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on different causal interpretations of the relationship between interest rates and 

inflation. Indeed, the arguments for lowering or raising the target are often directly 

related to how one interprets this relationship.

My overall conclusion is that there should be a healthy bias toward true 

price stability when designing monetary policy. Each section develops concrete 

suggestions for policymakers how to assess the arguments for deviating from the 

Friedman Rule as a prescription for optimal inflation. None of these provides solid 

grounds for an increase in the inflation target from two per cent. On the contrary, 

conditional on other changes in the monetary policy framework, it could be 

optimal to set a lower target, or the target itself may become less relevant.

Departure: The Friedman 
Rule revisited

A traditional benchmark

I begin by outlining my departure point for discussing what the level of an optimal 

inflation target should be. This benchmark is the so-called Friedman Rule (Friedman, 

1969). The idea is straightforward: the cost of issuing money is zero. Bringing about 

the economically efficient outcome requires that the private cost for people to hold 

money in order to carry out their transactions should also be zero.

How does this prescription translate into an implication for inflation? 

Money — think cash — does not pay any interest, but other comparable assets such 

as government bonds or insured savings accounts pay nominal interest rates. A 

positive nominal interest rate is simply the opportunity cost of holding money. This 

cost arises from the fact that people cannot use other interest-bearing assets to 

carry out transactions and so they need to hold cash, which carries a lower rate 

of return. Consequently, the Friedman Rule, in its traditional formulation, simply 

requires that nominal interest rates be set to zero to eliminate the cost of holding 

cash for transaction purposes.
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Nominal interest rates are tied to the real interest rate and inflation — or, 

more precisely, expected inflation. The so-called Fisher Equation summarizes this 

relationship:

it=rt+E[πt]

where it is the nominal interest rate, rt is the real interest rate and E[πt] is the 

expected inflation rate at any point in time. Macroeconomists generally believe that 

in the long run, real interest rates are determined by real factors such as productivity 

growth, people’s preferences for savings or frictions in financial markets. There is 

a similar consensus about the proposition that realized inflation over the long term 

will closely track what people expect it to be. This gives rise to the so-called Fisher 

Effect: inflation and nominal interest rates have to move one for one.

The Fisher Effect allows us then to understand that the Friedman Rule 

is a prescription for the optimal inflation rate that monetary policy should aim 

to achieve. Since nominal interest rates need to be set to zero, it must be that 

inflation over the long term should be the negative of the real interest rate:

π=E[π]=−r

This result incorporates the proposition that realized inflation will equal expected 

inflation (π=E[π]) over the long term. If real interest rates are positive (r>0), it is 

then optimal to have negative inflation; in other words, the inflation target should 

be a rate of deflation4 equal to the real interest rate.5

There is significantly more controversy about how strong the Fisher Effect 

is in the short run.6 If inflation πt is at some target π̄, we can rewrite the Fisher 

Equation to obtain the following expression for the real interest rate:

it=rt −π̄
Changes in nominal interest rates will then translate into changes in real interest 

rates when inflation is well-anchored. This makes it possible to make use of 

4  Note that deflation does not necessarily imply a shrinking money supply, especially in a 
growing economy.

5  Many commentators have pointed out that measured real interest rates have become negative 
after the Global financial crisis. If so, the Friedman Rule would imply a positive inflation rate as 
nominal interest rates cannot fall below zero. I will come back to this point later on.

6  In a classic study, Monnet and Weber (2001) have found strong cross-country empirical 
evidence on the Fisher Effect in the long run. They also point to the fact that the effect is 
present — albeit weaker — at shorter horizons.
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interest rates to manage aggregate demand when prices and wages adjust slowly 

to shocks or when equilibrium interest rates move in response to such shocks. 

Notwithstanding, if real factors determine the long-run real interest rate in the 

long run, then the Fisher Effect must reassert itself eventually. An inflation target 

links to long-run real and nominal interest rates through the Fisher Effect.

Looking back at Figures 1 and 2, one can see that the Friedman Rule had — and 

still has — a large influence on the academic thinking about the optimal inflation rate, 

with many studies recommending deflation as the optimal policy prescription. In 

what follows, we modify our departure point in the context of a modern monetary 

system that offers payment instruments that pay positive interest rates.

A reinterpretation

Nowadays, people have access to many alternative payment instruments that 

potentially pay interest. In Canada, the demand for cash has fallen as a means 

of payment and many people use different, possibly interest-bearing payment 

instruments.7 These considerations make it necessary to reinterpret the Friedman 

Rule. What really matters is the spread in nominal interest rates between safe 

assets that offer payments services and those that don’t. For example, deposits 

can be used to make payments. If they bear a positive interest rate, then the 

opportunity cost of this payment instrument is lower than cash.8

In particular, if people use liquid assets for transactions that pay the same 

interest rate as non-liquid assets, the opportunity cost would be zero. This 

would — somewhat paradoxically — imply that the level of inflation would be 

irrelevant for the Friedman Rule. Any level of inflation would be consistent with  

the Friedman Rule as long as one eliminates the interest rate spread between 

liquid and illiquid safe assets. Since the Fisher Equation says that inflation  

7  See for example, Fung et al. (2016).

8  Some payment providers have started to even offer mutual fund investments to households 
that can be used to make payments. A prime example is Ant Financial in China which offers 
payment services where individuals can deposit even small amounts of money for payment 
purposes that — if idle — are reinvested in mutual funds and earn interest close to the short-term, 
money market interest rate.
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moves one-for-one with nominal interest rates in the long-run, the Friedman 

Rule would give no prescription for pinning down inflation.

How close is our modern monetary system to such a scenario? From  

an empirical point of view, the answer boils down to how competitive the banking 

system is. Figure 3 shows how interest rate spreads vary with the overnight rate 

set by the Bank of Canada from 1999-2019. The spread here is simply defined as 

the difference between the overnight rate and an index of deposit rates.

Figure 3: Interest rates and interest rate spreads

August 2009– July 2019 (Statistics Canada series V122528 and V122530)

First, the spread is positive meaning that there exists an opportunity  

cost of money. Second, the spread moves procyclically and one-for-one with  

the overnight rate, especially when the overnight rate is low. This indicates  

that changes in nominal interest rates are not passed through to people.9 This 

is bad news. A lack of competition by deposit-taking institutions in payment 

services resurrects the Friedman Rule: higher inflation — and, thus, higher 

9  The graph does not show a complete picture. People may reduce their holdings of liquid assets 
or change their payments methods if the spread increases. Also, new market entrants may offer 
significantly lower spreads to customers.
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nominal interest rates — increase spreads and people’s opportunity costs of holding 

liquid assets.

A bit of good news may be that the Bank of Canada is exploring the potential 

for providing a new payments instrument: Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC). 

Such an instrument could pay interest on digital cash, thereby eliminating the 

spread between liquid and illiquid safe assets. Consequently, private providers of 

payments instruments would be forced to cut spreads to compete with CBDC. 

Like magic, this eliminates the opportunity cost of money and resurrect the 

argument that the Friedman Rule is compatible with any nominal interest rate the 

Bank of Canada may set.10

The introduction and design of CBDC remain uncertain. Recent research has 

focused on the potential costs of paying interest on CBDC, especially in the form 

of increasing the costs of bank financing  — see for example, Keister and Sanches 

(2019) and Chiu et. al. (2019). This leads me to conclude that CBDC will probably 

reduce, but not completely eliminate, the cost of holding liquid assets for payments.

Why does it matter?

The Friedman Rule is still alive and should serve as a starting point for the design 

of our monetary policy framework. Since it recommends setting the inflation rate 

at the negative of the real interest rate, the current target is too high — unless one is 

prepared to argue that long-run real interest rates are around negative two per cent.

New technology like CBDC, however, will reduce the costs of deviating from 

the Freidman Rule. Policy-makers are well advised to think about how current and 

future innovations in payments may affect the opportunity costs of liquid assets.

10  This is reminiscent of an idea presented by Andolfatto (2010). More generally, the idea runs 
deep with respect to the efficient implementation of monetary policy. The Federal Reserve, for 
example, has used a similar logic to justify starting paying interest on excess reserves in order to 
minimize payments frictions (see for example Keister (2016)).
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Theory: Optimal inflation 
without further ado

The welfare costs of inflation

How large are the costs of deviating from the Friedman Rule? Many studies have 

examined this question and our review of the evidence here be brief. Lucas (2000) 

estimates the welfare costs of inflation based on several money demand models 

and his estimates depend on how sensitive people’s demand for money is with 

respect to changes in nominal interest rates. For low levels of inflation, he warns 

that the gains from lower inflation may not be very large.11 More recent studies 

have put his finding in a different light by varying assumptions on money demand. 

To cite only two, Lagos and Wright (2005) find much larger costs of inflation when 

buyers have limited bargaining power, which makes their money demand more 

sensitive to interest rate changes.12 Kurlat (2019) expand the analysis of Lucas 

(2000) to include welfare losses stemming from other payments instruments 

such as deposits held in checking and savings accounts, and he also finds larger 

welfare losses.

In general, the costs from deviating from the Friedman Rule are believed 

to be rather small, especially for very low levels of inflation. This has opened up 

extensive research that looks at positive effects from higher inflation that need 

to be weighed against the costs of abandoning the Friedman Rule. I now look at 

several such arguments that provide a trade-off between the Friedman Rule and 

other reasons to consider higher, long-run inflation rates.

11  Depending on the shape of money demand, his estimates range from about one per cent of 
GDP to less than 0.1 per cent.

12  Extending the framework, Craig and Rocheteau (2008) obtain even larger welfare costs when 
including capital expenditure showing that inflation lowers real profits from investments.
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Fiscal Consequences of Inflation

Inflation acts like a distortionary tax on the real balances in assets that people 

hold for transactions. This is the reason why a central bank earns seignorage from 

issuing money. This revenue is transferred to the government.13 Reducing nominal 

interest rates and, thus, inflation would mean that the government would have to 

raise taxes to generate revenue elsewhere.

It is important to note in this context that the Friedman Rule does not 

benefit fiscal policy whatsoever by setting nominal interest rates to zero. The 

costs of borrowing for the government are not affected by monetary policy  

in the long run. Due to the Fisher Equation, zero nominal interest rates imply 

deflation and leave the real interest rate unchanged.14 Hence, a possible trade-

off only emerges between differences in the distortions due to inflation and 

those due to taxes.

An extensive academic literature has studied this trade-off,15 and one 

finding stands out. The Friedman Rule is robust, meaning that it is efficient to 

levy distortions from taxation on income rather than on money holdings.  

This prediction changes, however, if there are different tax bases for income  

and money holdings. For example, if not all income can be taxed, it may be 

optimal to rely on inflation, which has a larger tax base. Reasons why the tax  

base may be limited include tax deductions, black market activities or a larger  

tax base of inflation if a national currency functions as an international  

means of payment or safe assets. None of these reasons seems to be relevant  

in the Canadian context.16

13  One could even argue that running a deflation would force the central bank to reduce cash in 
the economy by selling interest-bearing assets such as government debt. This would yield negative 
seignorage implying an implicit transfer from the government.

14  This calls into doubt any ad-hoc claims that the central bank should keep nominal interest 
rates low — possibly at the expense of higher inflation — to allow government spending be financed 
through cheap debt.

15  For a detailed and thorough review of these arguments, see Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2011).

16  One could even argue that inflation increases tax distortions of other taxes whenever these 
taxes are not indexed to inflation.
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Menu costs

A different trade-off may arise when prices are not fully flexible, a situation which 

economists refer to “sticky prices” or “nominal price rigidities”. To understand 

this argument intuitively, changing prices may be costly for firms and merchants. 

Such menu costs — the terminology refers to the costs of changing menus in 

restaurants — are deadweight costs associated with price changes. When the 

inflation rate deviates from zero, firms will eventually be forced to adjust prices. 

Since this argument applies to both inflation and deflation, any non-zero trend in 

prices will cause costs for firms.

This give rise to a focal point of inflation equal to zero. Indeed, the standard 

New Keynesian literature on optimal monetary policy has found that zero 

inflation in the long run is optimal. The intuition for this result is straightforward. 

If monetary policy keeps the aggregate price level constant, there is no reason 

for firms to ever adjust prices. Hence, firms do not incur menu costs and relative 

prices stay constant between firms so that there are no distortions between 

individual prices.

However, the result of optimal zero inflation relies crucially on money not 

playing an explicit role for transactions. Once one re-introduces the distortion  

of the inflation tax, there is again a trade-off. The optimal inflation then falls into  

the range implied by the Friedman Rule and zero inflation.

The level of optimal inflation in this range depends on the relative cost of  

the two distortions: the elasticity of money demand to nominal interest rates and 

the degree to which prices are sticky. Both are subject to considerable debate 

in the literature, as reflected in Figures 1 and 2 of the Introduction. The region 

between zero inflation and outright deflation basically summarizes the many, 

different contributions to this literature over the last thirty years.17

17  Adding income tax distortions can indeed yield optimal inflation above zero percent. This is 
in stark contrast with optimal inflation when prices are assumed to be fully flexible. However, this 
argument has not received much attention among macroeconomists.
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Why does it matter?

There seems to be a fairly broad consensus when looking at the optimal trade-off 

between distortions from inflation and other sources. Optimal inflation should fall 

in the range between the Friedman Rule and zero per cent, which is once again 

lower than the two per cent target. Furthermore, the precise point at where this 

optimal rate falls seems largely irrelevant. The welfare costs of inflation when its 

level is very low appear to be rather small.

In the remainder of this paper, I look now at two main reasons for increasing 

inflation beyond zero per cent. These are (1) quality improvements that imply a 

measured (or even optimal) trend in inflation; and (2) a trade-off between long-run 

trend inflation and stabilization policy.

Redux: Measurement  
of inflation

Assessing the upward bias

An inflation-targeting regime requires an accurate measurement of inflation.  

In Canada and many other countries, this is some variant of the Consumer Price 

Index (CPI), which measures the cost of living. The CPI is an index of prices for a 

representative consumption basket and is based on prices from different outlets. 

Unfortunately, the CPI suffers from measurement bias that tends to overstate  

true inflation.

The upward bias in CPI can be attributed to three different sources. First, 

the quality of products improves over time due to model changes. Your new 

iPhone has a bigger screen, drops fewer calls and provides better graphics: some 

of its increase in price relative to older models is due to these improved features. 

Second, consumers may shift the outlet where they purchase a product. You 
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purchase a book cheaper online, rather than buy the same book in a brick and 

mortar store. Third, entirely new products (or new varieties) come online, while 

other products disappear. Very much to your advantage, your old skis have been 

replaced by new, more expensive parabolic skis with many options to choose 

from. Statistics Canada tries to take these effects into account when calculating 

the true increase in the cost of living by making adjustments to the CPI.

Nonetheless, there is considerable debate whether current practices reduce 

the upward bias in inflation. Traditionally, studies have pinned the bias at about 

one or two percentage points of inflation. To put this into perspective, achieving 

an inflation target of two per cent would mean that we are close to no inflation at 

all, which is roughly in accordance with the range of optimal inflation, as pointed 

out above. But the Fisher Equation also tells us that this implies larger long run real 

interest rates than the ones computed using CPI. Since growth rates tend to vary 

one for one with to real interest rates, this directly implies that real growth rates 

would be higher by roughly the bias in measured inflation. Overstated inflation 

turns out to be good news in the larger picture!

Recent studies have found that there are persistent biases even for an 

adjusted CPI. For example, Bils (2009) pins the secular bias in CPI due to new 

models of durable goods at close to two percentage points. Kryvstov (2016) 

concludes for Canada that the bias is much smaller and, after taking into account 

adjustments made by Statistics Canada, the bias is close to zero and may be even 

negative. Aghion et al. (2019) find that new products account for an additional 

upward bias of 0.5 percentage points. The reason is that statistical agencies tend 

to ignore quality-adjusted prices for new varieties or outlets that come online. The 

authors also point out that the bias seems to have remained fairly constant across 

time. Hence, it appears that setting an optimal inflation target should take into 

account such biases.

This conclusion, however, is wrong. First, a better approach would be to 

improve the price index that the central bank targets. This may either involve the 

statistical agency’s making better adjustments to the price index or it may imply 

the central bank’s targeting an adjusted CPI.18 Accepting a higher inflation rate 

18  In general, it is not clear which price index would be best to use when trying to not distort 
people’s economic decisions through inflation.
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simply because of mismeasurement introduces slippage, giving more room for an 

upward deviation from the optimal level of inflation.

Second, bias in the measurement of CPI does not necessarily give a reason 

to raise the inflation target. Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2012) start from the 

observation that optimal inflation should keep prices that are sticky constant over 

time. If non-quality adjusted prices — think of sticker prices in stores — are sticky, 

the optimal inflation rate should not be adjusted upwards due to a quality bias.19 

Conversely of course, if quality-adjusted prices are sticky, it is optimal to adjust 

the inflation target for the bias unless the statistical agency has already adjusted 

the CPI for the bias. This clearly turns the argument for higher inflation on its 

head. Quality increases go often hand-in-hand with the release of new models of 

products. Here menu costs tend to be much smaller and, consequently, quality-

adjusted prices tend to be more flexible than sticker prices.

Third, if quality improvement comes through new firms entering the 

economy, one needs to study more closely the interaction of this process with the 

optimal long-run level of inflation. Adam and Weber (2018) argue that it is optimal 

to tolerate some positive trend inflation in such a setting. The reason is that 

productivity changes are heterogeneous across firms due to a life cycle of firms. 

New firms tend to have new, better products, but are less productive and, hence, 

their prices need to exceed the prices of older firms. Inflation arises naturally as 

new firms charge higher prices for their new products. Over time, however, these 

new firms become more productive and should adjust their prices downward. 

When prices are sticky, optimal inflation needs to trade off these two effects 

and Adam and Weber (2018) argue that the overall effect adds about one or two 

percentage points to the optimal inflation rate.

At this stage, it is also important to take into account that households tend 

to overestimate inflation.20 This bias is present in inflation expectations at short 

and long horizons and is quite large at about one or two percentage points. The 

bias can be explained by behavioral components. People misinterpret quality 

adjustments, overreact to price increases or put larger weight on housing, gas  

19  Indeed, once the statistical agency has adjusted the CPI for quality, deflation would be optimal 
with respect to the adjusted CPI.

20  See for example, Schembri (2020).
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and food prices. But it could also be the case that the CPI does not represent 

exactly the basket that most people care about. The bottom line is that this 

provides an argument — albeit weak — to lower the inflation target. This would 

lower people’s expectations of inflation and, hence, distort people’s decisions 

less, ultimately contributing to price stability in the sense of the Bank of 

Canada’s definition.

Why does it matter?

What do we take away from this discussion for the renewal of the inflation 

target? If the life cycle of products has shortened, new products are coming 

online faster and the reorganization to different modes of shopping continues, 

mismeasurement of the CPI may play an important role. But this should not  

lead us to accept a higher inflation rate. Even new arguments in the context of 

sticky prices and firms going through a life cycle cannot give us a strong reason  

to deviate much upwards from zero inflation.

If mismeasurement remains an issue, one should look for a better design  

of the price index used for monetary policy. A better-designed index can then also 

be used to adjust other nominal variables such as tax brackets or government 

pensions: a call for better statistical design of price indices goes beyond the 

renewal of the inflation target. Finally, people’s perception of inflation being higher 

than the CPI may add an argument for lowering the target, unless the newly 

designed index were to remove this bias.
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Mirage: The Effective  
Lower Bound

Downwardly rigid wages

An important argument for determining the level of the inflation target was initially 

the possibility that nominal wages are downwardly rigid — i.e., nominal wages 

do not fall in the face of a downturn. In the absence of inflation, if wages do not 

fall, the demand for labour has to adjust to “clear” the labour market resulting in 

involuntary unemployment.21

A positive inflation rate may “grease the wheels” of the labour market to 

use an expression put forward by Tobin (1972). The argument is straightforward. 

A trend in inflation will cause downward pressure on real wages that can 

compensate for fixed nominal wages. Since nominal wages are flexible on the 

upside, they can adjust to inflation with a positive trend when the economy is 

expanding. When it is not, real wages fall with inflation, if nominal wages remain 

constant. Of course, implicit in this argument is again a trade-off between the 

benefits of reducing real wages in downturns and the cost of the distortions that 

arise from persistent inflation.

In the wake of the global financial crisis, evidence on downward rigidity in 

wages is somewhat mixed and the argument has been called into question by 

many commentators.22 In the Canadian context, the work by Amano et. al. (2016) 

stands out in that it finds a rather significant degree of downward rigidity. 

21  It is important to understand here that some shocks (e.g. lower productivity) imply that both 
labour supply and demand should fall. Hence, for those shocks the argument is really about an 
excessive response in labour demand. For other shocks (e.g. lower demand), rigid nominal wages 
may cause unemployment given the labour supply.

22  The recent review by Elsby and Solon (2019) raises some skepticism how big the problem 
actually is. Cochrane (2017) also points out that average wages may appear rigid, but individual 
wages are rather flexible.
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Interestingly, the authors also point out that the impact on the level of optimal 

inflation is small, especially when taking into account the presence of a lower 

bound on nominal interest rates. Previous studies have also confirmed the minor 

importance of downward rigidity on the optimal level of inflation. For example, the 

quantitative study by Kim and Ruge-Murcia (2009) finds that the impact of such 

costs is negligible for optimal inflation, increasing it from zero inflation to about 

0.35 per cent. This result is confirmed even when looking at rare, but extreme 

shocks or “disasters” where the lower bound on nominal interest rates may bind: 

see Kim and Ruge-Murcia (2019).

Limits on aggregate demand 
management

More recently, discussion in this context has shifted to countercyclical monetary 

policy and the limits that are imposed by a target level of inflation that is “too tight”. 

Lowering nominal interest rates in response to shocks can adjust real interest 

rates to stabilize aggregate demand. The fall in demand can either be caused by 

nominal rigidities such as sticky prices, or it can arise from real frictions such as a 

tightening of borrowing constraints for private households.

Crucially, the Fisher Equation is seen here to have a different, short-run form,  

almost exhibiting what I would call a reverse Fisher Effect. Cuts in nominal interest 

rates lower real rates when inflation — or the expectations thereof — remains constant. 

To see this, consider once again the Fisher equation in the form of

rt=it−πt−1

where πt=πt−1 or  E[πt]=πt−1=π̄ has been used. The first expression captures the 

idea that today’s inflation is sticky at the previous period’s inflation. Alternatively, 

the second expression captures that notion that inflation expectations are 

anchored at the long-run inflation target.

The idea behind countercyclical policy is that lower nominal interest rates 

will not only lower real rates, but will also increase inflation pressures as aggregate 

demand increases, ultimately leading to even lower real interest rates. Of course, 

different models and different assumptions about how central banks react  

to higher inflation lead to different time paths for the adjustment of these three 
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variables. In the long run, however, nominal rates and inflation have to adjust again 

to satisfy the traditional long-run Fisher Equation.23

As real interest rates have fallen over time24, a fixed inflation target means 

that long-run average nominal interest rates must also decrease. This is once 

again a consequence of the Fisher Equation. Nominal interest rates, however, 

cannot fall below a certain threshold, colloquially referred to as the zero lower 

bound. The reason is that people would simply start to hold cash. which by 

definition earns zero nominal interest. That leaves the central bank with less room 

to cut interest rates in the face of (large) demand shocks. The problem is made 

worse when inflation expectations have become solidly anchored at their long-run 

targets, so that central banks may have a hard time moving inflation expectations 

upwards if necessary. This has led some people to suggest raising the inflation 

target. Once again, this argument relies on the Fisher Equation: higher, average 

nominal interest rates require higher inflation targets to have more room for 

aggregate demand management!

The expected costs of lower  
bound episodes

The dangers of the zero lower bound are often depicted by narratives of a deflationary 

spiral wreaking havoc in the economy. Once nominal rates are at zero and cannot 

fall further, monetary authorities cannot engineer lower real interest rates by cutting 

nominal interest rates in order to increase demand and inflation. Moreover, as prices 

fall, the Fisher Equation says that real interest rates will increase, leading to even 

lower demand and prices.

A higher inflation target leads thus to a trade-off between the gains from more 

policy flexibility in the face of large shocks against the costs of higher trend inflation. 

23  Note that one can think about the Fisher Equation in three different ways: (i) determining a 
long run relationship; (ii) changing a long run level of inflation to another one; and (iii) dynamics 
around a fixed long run relationship.

24  For reason why this may have been the case, see Andolfatto and Williamson (2015), Caballero 
and Farhi (2015) or Summers (2014), among others.
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The expected costs of lower bound episodes depend on

• the cost of additional output losses as nominal interest rates remain  

at the bound,

• the frequency of shocks that are large enough to cause the bound  

to be relevant in the first place, and

• the availability and effectiveness of different policy tools.

I will first concentrate on the first two aspects and turn to the third one  

in the next section.

There are many examinations of the impact of the lower bound on the 

optimal inflation target. Two recent studies stand out, with both relying on nominal 

rigidities as a justification for active monetary policy. Coibion et. al. (2012) derive 

a result for the US economy in which the optimal inflation rate is below two per 

cent when there are “costly but infrequent episodes at the zero lower bound”. 

Their framework takes a so-called Taylor Rule as given where the central bank 

sets nominal interest rates in reaction to inflation and output. Furthermore, they 

fix the long-run real interest rate to a calibrated value. The key to their approach 

is to take the welfare cost of higher trend inflation seriously. This cost has to be 

weighed against the costs of not being able to lower nominal interest rates further 

once they are at zero.25 Consequently, the more frequent such episodes are, the 

higher the optimal inflation target. Their result simply says that such episodes are 

estimated to be not frequent enough to suggest a higher inflation target.26

More recently, Andrade et. al. (2019) extend this analysis for the US and the 

Euro area data by looking at how different long-run interest rates influence the 

optimal inflation target. As in other standard models, the real interest rate is driven 

by long-run factors such as the real growth rate and discounting. In effect, this 

analysis turns the Fisher Equation completely on its head, implying a causality 

from real rates to optimal nominal interest rates. The key result is that — once real 

25  Interestingly, looking at the episode of 2009-2015 for the US, Debortoli et al. (2019) have found 
that being at or near the lower bound for a long time did not have large costs in the form of excess 
volatility of output or a more costly response of the economy to adverse shocks. Of course this 
finding can be attributed to the alternative policy actions taken by the Federal Reserve.

26  Coibion et. al. (2012) are very careful in spelling out where the costs of higher inflation come 
from. These are price disperion increasing with inflation, higher volatility of inflation with higher 
levels of inflation and firms becoming more forward-looking and, hence, more aggressive in their 
price setting.
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interest rates fall below three per cent — the optimal inflation rate is two per cent 

and increases roughly one-for-one when real interest rates decline further. This 

seems to indicate that, indeed, the original inflation target of two per cent was 

initially appropriate. But given the permanent reduction in real interest rates over 

the last two decades, the inflation target should now be set higher. The reason is 

precisely that the probability of hitting the lower bound becomes smaller (in fact, 

almost negligible) with a sufficient increase in the inflation target.

What is most interesting in these studies is that details of monetary policy 

matter a great deal. First, the lower bound on monetary policy is not really zero. 

Recent experiences in Sweden, Switzerland and the Euro area point to values 

of about minus one per cent. An interesting implication is that the the optimal 

inflation target falls one-for-one as the lower bound is reduced. Second, how 

monetary policy takes into account past policy rates — the so-called degree of 

interest rate smoothing — matters too. Indeed, the result of a lower optimal inflation 

target in Coibion et al. (2012) can be at least partially attributed to that fact. The 

reason is that more interest rate smoothing leads to less strong reactions by  

the central bank, so this policy would keep interest rates lower for longer at the 

zero lower bound. This is akin to forward guidance where people anticipate such  

a policy stance. Consequently, inflation expectations remain well-anchored or, 

potentially, even increase causing real interest rates to fall. Thus, the time spent at  

the lower bound will be shorter and the probability of even hitting the zero lower 

bound will be less frequent. Finally, price-level targeting also reduces the optimal 

inflation level. Once again, the reason is that such a regime would keep interest 

rates lower to achieve an overshooting of inflation expectations once the zero 

lower bound is hit.

Alternatives

There have been two recent episodes where the Bank of Canada hit the zero 

lower bound for interest rates. In the global financial crisis of 2007-08 and its 

aftermath, inflation expectations remained well-anchored and actual inflation 

stayed within the range for the target. The main policy tool employed at the zero 

lower bound was forward guidance, with the Bank of Canada committing to keep 
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interest rates low for an extended period. Similarly, in the recent downturn due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic, inflation expectations so far have not moved much, 

even though actual inflation has moved towards the lower end of the target. 

Policy responses have included quantitative easing, forward guidance to some 

degree and extensive fiscal policy.

Summarizing the US experience in the financial crisis and beyond, Bernanke 

(2020) estimates how much stimulus quantitative easing and forward guidance 

can add at the zero lower bound. Without getting into details, at their maximum 

level, these tools contribute about the equivalent of a three percentage point 

interest rate cut, implying that the Federal Reserve can de facto engineer a policy 

stance close to minus three per cent for nominal interest rates. Moreover, when 

one adds the possibility of going slightly negative on the overnight rate, this seems 

to give significant policy room to manage aggregate demand at the lower bound.27

While a more thorough discussion of these alternative policy tools is not 

possible here, I want to come back to the logic of the Fisher Equation and discuss 

an alternative view of the zero lower bound problem, a view that people often 

describe as Neo-Fisherian.28 Suppose nominal interest rates hit the lower bound. 

Eventually — since prices or expectations are not indefinitely sticky — the Fisher 

Effect needs to set in, moving inflation down.29 As a result, policy eventually “self-

engineers” a situation where it is stuck at the lower bound; it is just a matter of 

time. In order to get out of it, once again in accordance with the Fisher Equation, 

policy needs to raise (!) the nominal interest rate.

This view, while often deemed unorthodox and, therefore dismissed, should 

be considered carefully due to its strong implications. First, the neo-Fisherian 

view points to an inherent problem for countercyclical monetary policy to raise 

inflation expectations once they have been anchored at a low level. To use a 

27  The Bank of Canada considers 0.25 per cent for the overnight rate as the lower bound. It is up 
to debate, however, whether the Bank could implement even lower, negative rates, as other central 
banks have done.

28  For a nice exposition of the argument, see Bullard (2016).

29  A more detailed argument combines the logic of the so-called Taylor Rule with the Fisher 
equation (see for example Williamson (2019)). The Taylor Rule requires nominal interest rates to 
fall when inflation falls. Intuitively, by the Fisher equation, this just reinforces the downward trend 
in inflation and one converges to the lower bound as an absorbing state; in a sense, the lower bound 
acts as a black hole. See Benhabib et. al. (2001) for the classic exposition of the argument.
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common expression in this context, that policy keeps pushing on a string even 

when employing alternative policy tools. For example, forward guidance that keeps 

nominal interest rates low for long has no effect once the Fisher Effect takes hold. 

Policy waits until inflation takes off, but zero nominal interest rates keep it from  

doing so. Second, if aggregate demand is the real problem then one has to take 

negative interest rates into consideration more seriously. Unfortunately, we do 

not have a good picture yet of the transmission mechanism for negative rates 

to engineer significantly negative real interest rates. Third, with monetary policy 

limited, designing better fiscal policy over the business cycle clearly matters a lot.

Why does it matter?

The zero lower bound problem has been turned into what seems like an argument 

for nominal interest rate targeting.30 As long-run real interest rates change, one needs 

to adjust the optimal average nominal interest rate in order to have enough room to 

move short-run real interest rates around. Isn’t it ironic? It is a combination of relying 

on the Fisher Equation in the long run, but a reverse Fisher Effect in the short run.

Williamson (2012) points out that the argument “... looks like an argument  

for wearing a sweater in July. You can always take it off if you want to cool  

down.” Of course, you may feel very uncomfortable wearing it in the first place.  

A better approach would be to look at real alternatives. Negative interest rates  

in conjunction with the abolition of cash and introduction of CBDC may be  

an alternative. Or one could rely more on better-designed fiscal policy through 

automatic stabilizers or cyclical adjustments in the GST.

Nominal interest rate targets are also likely to be costly. Unfortunately,  

there are few studies of the costs for an unanticipated transition to higher inflation 

targets that I am aware of. Amano et al. (2017) point out that in the Canadian 

context, there may be important implications for the redistribution of wealth 

across borrowers and savers as well as across generations.31 Interestingly, they 

30  Cochrane (2017) seems to have coined the term.

31  See also Doepke and Schneider (2006) for a classic study on the topic.
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find that the main impact would be a lower real value of public debt and non-

indexed pensions to the detriment of private households.

Also, should the trend to lower real rates reverse, nominal interest targets 

will imply a tightening of the inflation target down the road. It is well known that 

bringing inflation down has significant real costs. For example, one should be 

reminded of the disinflationary period during the early introduction of the inflation 

target in 1991 where the Bank of Canada tried to establish a credible commitment 

to the inflation target. Increases in the inflation target can bring about questions 

regarding this commitment, while decreases may even underscore it.

A healthy bias towards  
price stability

In my discussion, I have left out to a large degree some other dimensions that 

may be important for assessing what the optimal level of inflation should be. 

An important one is related to the credibility of monetary policy. Arguably the 

biggest success of inflation targeting has been that the general public has 

subscribed to the view that the Bank of Canada delivers two per cent in the long 

run with some minor deviations in the range of one and three per cent. Such 

anchoring of inflation expectations has been reinforced over and over again by 

the Bank delivering on its promise.

This has protected people from the cost of unanticipated inflation. Uncertainty 

about long run inflation causes them to save more, basically self-insuring against 

the risk of having too little real returns when retiring. This is costly and inefficient. 

Furthermore, the volatility of inflation tends to be positively correlated with the level  

of inflation. This adds extra risk for financial markets participants. Savers are uncertain 

about their returns, while borrowers worry about the real value of their debts. Hence, 

higher inflation tends to have negative implications for the financial system.

Finally, there is a behavioural argument to be made for zero per cent inflation 

as a focal point for private households. William B. P. Robson has repeatedly made 
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the strong argument that money is a “standard of deferred payment”. People 

simply understand that zero inflation means price stability as much as they 

understand what other measurements like litres or meters mean. And there is 

clearly value in maintaining clear standards.

Before summarizing my recommendations, I observe that over the last three 

decades increasingly more emphasis has been laid on monetary policy. There are 

now even new proposals that argue that the central bank should directly finance 

public transfers meant to stimulate the economy.32 I have the feeling that we 

have gone too far relying on the powers of central banking and it would be worth 

to put more emphasis on better countercyclical fiscal policy. The response to 

the COVID-19 pandemic shows that swift fiscal policy action is indeed possible, 

especially if appropriate stabilizers have been put into place.

At this stage, it is time to take stock of whether the current target of two 

per cent is reasonable for the Bank of Canada and whether the target should be 

lowered in this renewal cycle. To summarize, I can offer the following conclusions 

that are also depicted in Figure 4.

1. The Friedman Rule is still a useful benchmark. The optimal inflation target 

should take into account the opportunity cost for people to hold liquid 

means of payment.

2. New developments in payments technology will reinforce a modern 

interpretation of the rule making it compatible with higher inflation targets.

3. Considering menu costs and optimal taxation give little reason to deviate 

from price stability.

4. Measurement bias should not be used as a reason to move inflation 

targets higher. Any relevant measurement bias is best addressed by 

designing a better price index.

5. The lower bound problem can interfere with lower nominal interest rates 

supporting aggregate demand. Raising the inflation target still needs to 

be traded off against the costs from higher trend inflation.

6. Alternative monetary policy tools and better fiscal policy can address the 

lower bound problem while keeping the inflation target low.

32  For an evaluation of “going direct” see for example Carter and Mendes (2020) and Koeppl and 
Kronick (2020).
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Figure 4: Factors determining optimal inflation

What then should be the overall takeaway for the renewal of the inflation 

target? A healthy bias for price stability goes a long way towards sound and 

credible monetary policy. Remind yourself of what the Friedman Rule implies and 

keep in mind that the Fisher Equation rears its many, ugly heads. Due to trade-offs 

with other considerations, this may not imply lowering the inflation target in the 

current renewal. But it should create an extremely high bar for any changes to the 

target. Especially, for raising the target.
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Introduction and overview

Thank you for the invitation to participate in this valuable conference, and to 

comment on Professor Koeppl’s paper, which I think makes a number of important 

points, and makes them well.

My contribution has three parts. I will summarize his paper — not strictly 

necessary, since he is clear and closes with a six-point summary — but the exercise 

will let me highlight several points of agreement, and provide context for some 

elaborations. I will then present those elaborations — mainly about why rigidity of 

prices and wages, and a potential floor under the Bank of Canada’s policy interest 

rate, are not persuasive reasons to raise the inflation target. Finally, I’ll make a 

comment of my own about why people value stability in the value of their money 

more than many economists think they should.

All that adds up to my own recommendation on the Bank of Canada’s 

upcoming review. I agree with Professor Koeppl that only targets that protect the 

value of money at least as much as the current one does deserve consideration. 

As a practical matter, that almost certainly means staying with a target for two per 

cent year-over-year increases in the consumer price index (CPI).

Summary of the paper

Professor Koeppl sets the stage for his arguments in favour of two per cent or less 

as a target with data from Diercks (2020) showing recommendations from the 

academic literature on inflation targets since the late 1980s. During the 1990s 

and 2000s, the mode was clearly zero, with a distribution skewed down. During 

the 2010s, the mode was still zero, with a more dispersed distribution that skewed 

slightly up.

In discussing this change, Professor Koeppl notes that the earlier literature 

put the Friedman Rule and the Fisher Equation front and centre. That literature 

focused on distortions from the seniorage tax on non-interest-bearing money, 
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which induces people to hold less of it than they otherwise would. Over time, 

other considerations gain weight in the literature — in the order Professor Koeppl 

discusses them: the availability of transactions money that bears interest; 

balancing the distortions of seniorage revenue against the distortions of other 

taxes; minimizing menu costs; possible upward biases in measured inflation; 

downward rigidity in nominal prices — particularly wages; and concerns, very 

prominent lately, that central bank policy rates may not be able to go low enough 

to support nominal spending and hit an inflation target.

While Professor Koeppl acknowledges that interest-bearing transactions 

money might mitigate the costs of holding cash, he expresses doubts about the 

importance or usefulness of other arguments, particularly those supporting 

positive inflation. In particular, he argues that seniorage is not obviously a relatively 

undistorting tax, and that better price measures are a better response to quality-

related or other biases in the CPI. He expresses skepticism about downward 

wage rigidity as a justification for positive inflation in general. And he argues that 

a potential floor under the policy interest rate is a doubtful reason for aiming for 

higher inflation for several reasons: the effective lower bound (ELB) may be lower 

than the Bank of Canada thinks; and the cost of hitting it times the likelihood of 

hitting it is less than many think, especially since other tools can provide monetary 

support to a weak economy.

In his conclusion, Professor Koeppl mentions also the importance of central-

bank credibility and stability of inflation in inflation targeting, and his concerns that 

we are asking central banks to do too much. All this adds up to a case for a renewed 

inflation target no higher than two per cent, and possibly somewhat lower.

I find this paper persuasive with respect to all these points. I hope it will be 

helpful for me to elaborate a couple of the arguments about downward rigidities — or, 

more precisely, their limited importance in justifying a higher inflation target — since 

they have often been important in arguments for a higher inflation target. I also will 

add a comment about money as a unit of account — and in particular its utility as 

a standard of deferred payment — which I think helps explain why the population 

generally dislikes inflation more than many economists think it should. I support 

Professor Koeppl’s position all the more strongly because I expect that higher 

inflation would be unpopular, and that raising the target would give rise to pressure 

to lower it again, subjecting Canada to the pain of disinflation all over again.
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Reinforcing arguments 
about flexible prices

The flexibility, or not, of wages and prices figures prominently in discussions of 

central bank frameworks. As Professor Koeppl points out, reducing menu costs is 

a traditional argument for limiting changes in the overall price level. In a dynamic 

economy, however, prices change regularly. The terminology of menu costs itself 

is a reminder of how many prices that might once have been printed on paper 

or plastic nowadays appear on digital screens — which in the case of products 

such as gasoline, may change daily, and in the case of products sold on-line by 

sophisticated retailers, may change in the course of a customer’s website visit.

Arguments against a low inflation target based on downward price rigidity 

neglect this fact. I recall, in the early days of the Bank of Canada’s inflation control 

program, returning home from a Bank conference at which some participants 

argued that reluctance to lower prices would doom us to permanent excess 

capacity, to find a flyer from a major retailer on my doorstep advertising more 

than three thousand price reductions. Price reductions, and substitutes for them 

such as coupons and rewards points, are core to marketing just about anything. 

Economic models that don’t take that into account miss something critical.

A paper using scanner data that explicitly takes account of sales 

(Sheremirov 2015) found that one quarter of products in grocery and drug stores 

changed prices every month from 2001 to 2011.1 Consideration of dynamism 

in outlets reinforces the message. Gross annual rates of private-sector firm 

entry and exit in Canada were 13.6 and 11.9 per cent, respectively, from 2001 to 

20182 — which implies a lot of more repricing than we get looking at same-store 

sales. That amount of churn might be a consequence of rigidities in a low-

inflation environment, but researchers drawing on longer samples (for example 

Cao at al. 2015) tend to express concern about declining gross rates of entry 

1  The monthly data in that paper were averages of weekly data, and therefore underestimated 
the true rate of price change.

2  Statistics Canada. Table 33-10-0164-01 Business Dynamics measures, by industry
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and exit since the 1980s, because of its adverse implications for entrepreneurship 

and productivity growth. If entry and exit rates in low double digits are normal 

in a dynamic economy, emerging evidence on price flexibility at individual 

outlets suggests that, within the ranges for inflation targets we are talking about, 

economy-wide menu costs should not be much of a consideration.

Downward wage flexibility has been a key point of contention, since resistance 

to nominal decreases might increase unemployment at lower inflation rates. But the 

data from collective bargaining agreements that once appeared to raise red flags 

in that area covered only a small fraction of the workforce and were contaminated 

by freezes in the year of negotiation. The paper by Elsby and Solon (2019) cited by 

Professor Koeppl concludes from international data on payroll records that nominal 

wage cuts from one year to the next affect 15-25 percent of people who stay in the 

same job in periods of low inflation.

Moreover, the number of people who stay in the same job from period to period 

is smaller than people often suppose, including in economic models. In Canada, 

gross rates of job creation, job switching, and job destruction are far higher than 

the monthly net changes reported in the Labour Force Survey. Kostyshyna and Luu 

(2019) show that every month from the early 2000s to 2018, between 0.5 and 1.0 

per cent of jobholders in Canada switched jobs, between twenty and thirty per cent 

of unemployed people became employed, and upward of three percent of people 

experienced job separations.

Going to annual rates, the same Statistics Canada dataset I just cited for 

firms shows gross rates of private-sector job creation and destruction averaging 

10.9 and 9.6 per cent in Canada from 2001 to 2018.3 As I just did with respect 

to firms, I’ll note that critics of low inflation might interpret this much churn as 

evidence of rigidities that higher inflation might alleviate — yet here, too, efforts 

to produce consistent data over longer periods (Leung and Cao 2009) find 

that labour reallocation rates are lower in more recent periods. There is a huge 

amount of repricing implicit in that statistic as well. The economy is too dynamic 

for variations in inflation targets in the range we are talking about to have much 

impact on capacity use.

3  The unemployment rate averaged 6.9 percent over this period, and finished at 5.8 percent, its 
lowest level since 1976, the start date for current Labour Force Survey data.
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Reinforcing arguments about 
the effective lower bound

Turning to the dangers of a floor under the policy rate that could make the 

economy implode, I will reinforce Professor Koeppl’s reassurances by referring 

to Canada’s experience about a decade ago. There was huge anxiety among 

central bankers and others that the global financial crisis and its aftermath put us  

in the danger zone. The Bank of Canada dropped the overnight rate to 0.25 per 

cent, which it identified then as its effective lower bound — the lowest it wanted 

to go — and held it there for more than a year.

We know how that turned out, notably that the Bank did eventually raise the 

overnight rate. But since the dangers of hitting the ELB are still prominent, it is 

worth under lining the difference between what models and predictions focusing on 

those dangers predicted, and what actually happened. Figures 1, 2 and 3 show key 

indicators of monetary conditions, long-term interest rates and the price level, and 

spending over a period that includes the 2008/09 financial crisis and recession.

Figure 14 shows M2+ and total business and household credit expressed in levels. 

Arguments about the dangers of the ELB would lead us to expect an ominous sag in 

these indicators as the Bank pushed futilely on a string. But no such sag occurred.

Figure 1: Money and Credit

4 All data referred to here are published by Statistics Canada and the Bank of Canada.
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Figure 2 shows long government of Canada bond yields and the level of 

the CPI. The key point here was that the price level was rising during the period 

in which the overnight rate target was at its lower bound. The macroeconomic 

implosion feared from hitting the ELB is not in evidence.

 Figure 2: Long GoC Bond Yields and CPI

Figure 3 shows nominal gross domestic product (GDP) and final domestic 

demand (FDD), again in levels. The recession appears clearly, but the paths GDP 

and FDD followed are not those that we would see if the overnight rate had hit a 

dangerous floor. None of the data in these figures would let a reader of them pinpoint 

the dates at which the Bank of Canada lowered the overnight rate target to 0.25 

per cent (April 2009) or raised it from that level (June 2010). As Professor Koeppl 

emphasizes, the Bank has other tools, and it deployed them during this period.

Figure 3: GDP and Final Domestic Demand
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None of the indicators in these figures does what it would do in models that 

predict a macroeconomic implosion when the central bank runs out of room to 

lower its policy rate. We do not have enough real-world evidence of a problem 

to justify starting to change the inflation target to match changing estimates of 

potential growth and real interest rates, or to tell Canadians that macroeconomic 

stability requires us to erode the value of their money faster in the future.

Why non-economists  
think money’s value should 
be stable

I use that phrasing as a segue to a key point that is not in Professor Koeppl’s paper, 

and does not figure as prominently as it should in economists’ discussions of 

inflation. Economic models and monetary policy discussions give little weight to 

the parallels between money’s role as a unit of account and standard of deferred 

payment, and the role of other measures in people’s lives, such as metres and 

litres, tablespoons and fluid ounces, degrees of heat, horsepower and lumens.

This is an instructive parallel. Ask most people how much the government 

should increase or decrease the purchasing power of the money they use every 

year, and they will say the government shouldn’t increase or decrease it at all. 

Any more than the government in its role as regulator of weights and measures 

should make feet and inches longer or shorter every year, or pounds and kilograms 

heavier or lighter every year.

Economists often presume that people can effortlessly divide nominal 

amounts by various indexes to get real amounts. But they can’t, which is why 

unchanging weights and measures are so useful. If feet and inches changed over 

time, even predictably, building a house would be harder and renovating one 

would be worse. If cups and teaspoons changed, cooking would be a nightmare. 

We take for granted that the temperature on our thermometers means the same 
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thing now that it did a year ago and that it will a year from now. Economic life is 

tremendously easier when we know that the grams on the scale at the cheese 

counter have not changed and will not change, like the litres of gasoline we buy 

at the service station, and the watts of electricity we pay for in our electric bills. 

Governments regulate weights and measures because they are public goods. 

Money is the same.

The Diercks database actually goes back further than the period Professor 

Koeppl cites: back to 1970, when the idea that deflation equal to the real  

interest rate clearly dominated the literature and deflation of four per cent 

annually was the dominant recommendation. That idea did not catch on.  

Inflation was chronic in the 1970s, and while people disliked it intensely, they  

did not want deflation instead. They wanted the value of money not to change 

either way. It was actually a relief for me to see in that database that zero is  

still a relatively popular recommendation. For non-economists, it is uniquely 

attractive and easy to live with.

Conclusion

In Canada, and not only in Canada, it seems that a target of two per cent and a 

pretty solid record of hitting it has led people largely to ignore changes in the 

general price level as they get on with their lives. That is a good situation. We might 

be better off with a price-level target, but I suspect for the reasons I just outlined 

that the only price-level target most people would understand is an unchanging 

level, and there’s little sign of a professional consensus among economists and 

central bankers on that.

Even more emphatically, I would argue against raising the target. There 

is no reason to think people in the 2020s and 2030s will like inflation any more 

than people did in the 1970s and 1980s. Especially in these days when the 

macroeconomic pillar of sustainable fiscal policy is tottering, seeing central banks 

buying debt and raising their inflation targets would be frightening. The transfers 

of wealth would be irritating to the majority of the population. And once people 
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realized that they could not count on their money holding its value the way other 

weights and measures do, and that policymakers were deliberately eroding it, 

they would demand a stop to it. So we would go through another disinflationary 

episode — something we could all do without.

So, like Professor Koeppl, and for many of the same reasons, I would argue 

that if we are to change the target, we should do it in a way that increases the 

prospect that money will hold its value over time. Absent any realistic prospect of 

doing that, we should stick with a two per cent target for the CPI, keep working 

on better measures of prices, enhance the flexibility and dynamism of our 

economy, and ensure that the Bank of Canada has the tools and the operational 

independence to hit the target.
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